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DIRECTORATE-GENERAL FOR INTERNAL POLICIES
- COMMITTEE ON CULTURE AND EDUCATION -

DELEGATION TO KOŠICE, SLOVAKIA
15–17 July 2013

REPORT

The Committee on Culture and Education organised a delegation to Košice (Slovakia), from 15 to 
17July 2013. The delegation was led by Ms Petra Kammerevert and Mr Piotr Borys. The list of 
participants is attached.
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the delegation was to visit the Capital of Culture 2013 and to check how the city dealt 
with the challenges of transforming industrial city into creative industry city.
In the course of a wide-ranging programme of meetings, the delegation exchanged views and 
discussed experiences with Members of the team of Košice2013, Mayor and Vice-Mayors of 
Košice, Members of the Slovak Parliament, representatives of the Košice Self-Governing Region, 
and representatives of artists’ organisations. 

II. Summary of the meetings

Monday, 15 July 2013

GUIDED TOUR OF KOŠICE

The delegation visit started with a guided tour of cultural heritage of Košice. During the tour 
Members were accompanied by Mr Ján SUDZINA, Director of ECOC 2013 and Mr Jakub URIK, 
Head of Department of development projects and international relations.

The delegation had the opportunity to see an exhibition of Yuri Dojc called “Last folio” at the 
oldest preserved synagogue in Košice at Zvonárska street.

The second point was a visit of Kunsthalle. This modern art exhibition centre used to be a indoor 
swimming pool. The building considered to be one of the architecturally most interesting buildings 
in Košice has not served its purpose for many years. After the branch of the river close to the pool 
was diverted, the building statics were disturbed and therefore it was no longer possible to use the 
building. The aim of the reconstruction was not only to save the building but to take the project 
further and transform the internal area into a multi-functional centre Kunsthalle. Due to its 
architectural disposition, the building will mainly be used for organising international exhibitions, 
exhibitions of a chamber nature for the next generation as well as workshops. The strategy of 
Košice elements: light, water and sound in the Kunsthalle/Hall of Art will include interviews with 
artists, exterior projects such as mapping, sculpture, sound, objects and an interactive environment.
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After the two hours walking tour, the delegation went to “Dolná brána”/“Lower gate”: 
archaeological complex of the city fortification from 13th century on  Hlavná Street where the 
reception was given by the CULT Committee and the city of Košice. The delegation was 
welcomed by Mr Richard RAŠI, Mayor of Košice and two Vice-Mayors, Mrs Renáta 
LENÁRTOVÁ and Mr Ján JAKUBOV.

Tuesday, 16 July 2013

MEETING WITH MEMBERS OF SLOVAK PARLIAMENT

The delegation met Members of the Committee on Culture and Media, Committee on Education, 
Youth and Sport and Committee on European Affairs in the Slovak parliament and Members of 
other committees coming from the Košice region.

Mr Antonín CICOŇ
Mr Milan GÉCI
Mr Róbert PUCI
Mr Viliam Novotný
Mr František Petro 
Mrs Lubica ROSKOVA

Mrs Kammerevert introduced the members of the delegation and briefly presented latest 
developments on legislative files currently under negotiations by the Committee (Creative Europe, 
Erasmus +) and other dossiers (Rethinking education, Volunteering)
Mrs Lubica Roskova (SMER party, Parliamentary Committee on Education, Science, Youth and 
Sport) underlined the importance of dealing with particularly high youth unemployment. Ms 
Roskova welcomed the funding for Erasmus + (16,3 bilion EUR). She also spoke about student 
loans with the amount up to 40 000eur per student. Ms Roskova also pointed out that more support 
for sport activities is needed, especially in small communities.
Some Slovak members mentioned non- readiness of planned ECOC investment, delays in opening 
of the infrastructure projects.
Mr Borys underlined special multicultural character of Košice, its multi-ethnicity. It is important to 
use the ECOC title to promote the region, its tourist attractiveness, but also to change the mentality 
of local population, once the ECOC year is over. He also spoke about EUROPEANA and Lux 
Prize. Mr Borys insisted on the facts that Eastern and Central Europe States benefit less from the 
programme Creative Europe because they are not creating networks like some older Member 
States.
Members of CULT Committee underlined that Košice was heading in a good direction and insisted 
on the necessity to use more Structural Funds. They congratulated Slovak counterparts on getting 
culture closer to people and on their cooperation between region and town. 

MEETING WITH THE KOŠICE MUNICIPALITY REPRESENTATIVES AND THE ECOC TEAM

After the meeting with parliamentarians, the delegation was officially welcomed by the Košice 
Municipality representatives at the old town hall.
Mr Richard RAŠI, Mayor
Mrs Renáta LENÁRTOVÁ, Vice-Mayor 
Mr Ján JAKUBOV, Vice-Mayor
Mrs Andrea HORVÁTHOVÁ, Head of the Department of marketing, culture and international 
relations 
Mr SUDZINA, DG Košice 2013
Mr Jakub URIK, head of development projects and international relations Košice 2013
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Mr Rasi welcomed the CULT Committee delegation and presented the ECOC team.
The city established the non-profit making organisation, Košice – European Capital of Culture 
2013 acting on a self-governing principle and financed from several sources. In August an
association of legal entities called Coalition 2013+, was founded in order to support the project. 
Coalition 2013+ currently has over 40 members and includes organisations and institutions from 
the public and private sector actively contributing to the success of the project. An important 
decision related to the Košice – European Capital of Culture 2013 project was made by the 
Government of the Slovak Republic in April 2009, when they approved material on financing 
events within the project and allocated financial means for the budgetary chapter of the Ministry of 
Culture of the Slovak Republic, distributed between 2009 and 2013 as follows:
2009: 166 000 €
2010: 1 162 000 €
2011: 1 992 000 €
2012: 3 320 000 €
2013: 3 320 000 €

Mr Jan Sudzina made a presentation on investment projects and showed a film “Visit Košice”, 
from the industrial steel city to creative city of culture.

The project involves 20 cultural establishments reconstructed or built from the scratch by the city, 
by the region or by other entities. The aim was to transform the city into creation and education 
pole with the IT valley in Košice, technical universities being present in the city. The ECOC team 
key note was sustainability. The team worked on long-term strategy for five years period so that 
the efforts are not lost. They also wanted to develop potential of Košice as a tourist destination 
because, due to its industrial character, there were mostly business visitors before.
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PROJECTS:
Creative economy is joining almost controversial – economics/industry – with art. 

Residential stays of K.A.I.R. artists are designed for foreign artists who wish to cooperate with 
Košice artists and the local public and vice versa.

Kasárne/Kulturpark -former army storage transformed into the stage for the Laboratory of 
Living Culture programme line.

SPOTs project - the transformation of unused exchanger stations into community centers and 
cultural points.

Pentapolitana- cultural cooperation between historic towns in Eastern Slovakia: Košice, Prešov, 
Levoča, Sabinov and Bardejov.

Destination Košice also called Creative Tourism as part of cultural tourism, which emphasizes the 
development of creative cities.

Kunsthalle - the aim of the reconstruction is to transform the indoor pool into a multi-functional 
centre of arts.

Terra Incognita- programme initiated by the regional municipality to support culture and the 
development of tourism.

Travelling City- should promote the city and the region on the European cultural map.

MEETING WITH KOŠICE SELF-GOVERNING REGION TOOK PLACE AT THE SEAT OF THE KSGR

The Košice Self-governing Region or the Košice Higher Territorial Unit is one of Slovakia's 
eight "self-governing regions" whose territory is identical with that of the administrative Košice 
Region. The establishing session of the first Council of the Košice Self-governing Region was 
held on December 19, 2001 with the participation of 57 deputies elected in the first regional 
elections for the second level of self-government in Slovakia. Rudolf Bauer (a Christian 
democrat) was elected as the first president of the Košice Self-governing Region. His successor is 
Zdenko Trebuľa (a social democrat) elected for the president of the Košice Self-governing 
Region on December 10, 2005. He was inaugurated on January 9, 2006.

The President of the Region, Mr Zdenko TREBUL'A introduced representatives of the region. 
Mr Ondrey BERNAT, Office Director
Mrs Yana KOVACHOVA, Head of the Culture and Tourism Department
Mrs Adriana SHEBESHOVA, Head of the Tourism Section

Košice never invested in culture as much as in 2013. Those investments are meant to be left for 
next generations, but there is a need to educate people to culture. With the transformation from 
Communism to capitalism money become the only factor, so other driving force should be 
stimulated, said Mr Trebula. He also commented the criticism of ECOC in the Slovak media. The 
Capital of Culture was treated in a simplistic way. ECOC is not about timing, performance or 
numbers. ECOC is about participation and integration of most people of Košice, making of them 
consumers of culture, concluded Mr Trebula.

Mrs Yana Kovachova presented KSGR projects under
ISLANDS OF CULTURE

 Eastern Slovak gallery
 Puppet theatre (interactive stage for children, new access for disabled, new audio-visual 
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technologies) 
 Library Barkoczy Palace
 Jan Bocatius public Library fitted with new technologies, with organisation of events 

like poetry reading evenings etc
 Thalia theatre in Hungarian with simultaneous interpretation into Slovak
 Rodosto casemate reconstruction with gallery crafts construction 

Mrs Adriana Shebeshova presented the program
TERRA INCOGNITA 
Undiscovered land programme. The aim is to increase the number of visitors in the region,
improve quality of life of inhabitants and increase cultural awareness of citizens

Three touristic routes are proposed
-gothic route
-wine (Tokay) route
- Iron route

After the introductory meeting, the delegation was transferred by bus to the heart of the Tokay 
region, at about 60 km from Košice.

The Winery tour and lunch at J&J Ostrožovič Winery in Veľká Tŕňa were offered by Košice Self-
governing Region. After delicious lunch with a wine testing exercise, the delegation left to the 
Local History Museum in Trebišov. The museum collects and shows the objects presenting the 
history of Trebišov District. It specializes in the history of agriculture and Tokaj viniculture and 
handicrafts of the south part of Zemplín (smithery, wheel-making and rope-making), folk costumes 
and folk wood-carving and plastic art of this region.

Back to Košice the delegation visited a The Executioner’s Bastion and Rodošto- Francis II 
Rákóczi's Memorial House.
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Wednesday, 17 July 2013

VISIT OF ECOC KOŠICE 2013 INVESTMENT PROJECTS

1. Kasárne/Kulturpark
Kasarne is a former army storage transformed into the stage for the Laboratory of Living. 
The aim of the multi-genre cultural centre is to provide space for the creation and presentation of 
elements of the highest quality from contemporary culture and art in the area of music, visual 
arts, literature, film, theatre and dance. There were some events planned starting from summer 
2013:

 Summer in the Park,
 Triennial of Contemporary Art,
 Convergences Festival,
 New Dance Days.

Mr Daniel GAŠPIERIK, executive manager explained the project to Members.

2. SPOTs

One of the most interesting points of the delegation was a visit to old exchanger heat stations 
converted into community centres. Those islands of culture in the middle of residential area are 
most original initiative of Košice. Members of the delegation congratulated Košice2013 for this 
initiative bringing culture to the suburban areas. The delegation visited two of them on Važecká 
and Wuppertálska street. Mrs Blanka BERKYOVÁ, project manager, explained the specificity of 
each of them and presented briefly their activities. The exchanger stations – peripheral Cultural 
Points – will become areas which respond to the specific needs of groups of citizens and city 
parts, in order to support community development and implement arts projects in communities.
The main aim of the SPOT s project is decentralisation of culture from the city centre to its 
peripheral and residential parts, revitalisation of the suburbs and the participation of inhabitants in 
cultural events during European Capital of Culture 2013 and beyond.
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ROUNDTABLE WITH ARTISTS AND ARTISTS ORGANISATIONS

Mr Borys welcomed artists and artist organizations on behalf of the delegation.
The round table gathered together several representatives of artistic organisations (artists,
managers of cultural institutions, associations). In the course of the exchange several subjects 
were discussed. It was pointed that what people see during the ECOC year, are events or 
infrastructure, but most important is how to support creative master plan and how to support 
artists in a long term strategy.
Some complained that with this new stage of culture development and new cultural policy in 
Košice, the ECOC project does not follow all activities that existed before. There is no equal 
treatment as a lot is invested in new facilities under the ECOC project.
Participants also underlined the bureaucratic burden for small organisations hindering their 
participation in programs like Creative Europe.
In addition, importance of supporting all types of events event those with a low attendance, i.e
minority public for contemporary music also in smaller cities, far from capitals. Keeping in mind 
that in poorer regions, more should be done for example for kids’ education in music. Culture 
would be everyday need when economic situation is good, they concluded.
Answering to the issues raised by invited guests, Mr Borys called to use all financing 
possibilities- Creative Europe, Erasmus Plus (universities exchanges for artists), supporting 
PMEs from cultural industry and Structural Funds.

PRESS CONFERENCE
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The delegation visit to Košice closed with a press conference with a very good attendance of 
journalists from all types of media (television, radio, written).
You will find a press dossier in Annex.
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III. List of participants

Members of the EP (4) Political Group Country

Ms Petra KAMMEREVERT S&D Germany

Mr Piotr BORYS EPP Poland

Ms Monika SMOLKOVÁ
(outside of the annual quota as an accompanying 
Member according to Article 4 Paragraph 1 point a of 
the Bureau Decision of 2 October 2000 on Travel by 
Committee delegations outside the three places of 
work of the European Parliament)

S&D Slovakia

Ms Katarína NEVEĎALOVÁ
(outside of the annual quota as an accompanying 
Member according to Article 4 Paragraph 1 point a of 
the Bureau Decision of 2 October 2000 on Travel by 
Committee delegations outside the three places of 
work of the European Parliament)

S&D Slovakia

CULT Committee Secretariat (2)

Ms Malgorzata SZLENDAK Administrator

Ms Lisa MUTKE Assistant

Political groups' advisers (1)

Ms Livia GREGUSOVÁ S&D

EP Information Office in Bratislava (1)

Mr Dionyz HOCHEL Communication Manager

Interpretation team (6)

DE EN SK

Ms Jutta GIER Ms Karin WALKER Mr Peter HARONIK

Ms Kristina KRAJCIROVA

Ms Janka LIZAKOVA

Ms Lucia RENNEROVA

Conference technician (1)

Mr Maarten VAN DE VELDE

Abbreviations:
EPP Group of the European People's Party
S&D Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats in the European Parliament
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15. - 17. July 2013 
Delegation of the Culture and Education Committee to Košice

Media coverage

AV MEDIA
1. TA 3 TV

http://www.ta3.com/clanok/1023556/v-kosickom-kulturparku-sa-robia-posledne-
upravy.html

According to the members of Delegation of the Culture and Educational Committee 
Košice deserve to be European Capital of Culture 2013. They visited various projects 
organised by the city. 
Katarína Neveďalová highlighted the idea of transforming heat exchangers into cultural 
places.
Piotr Borys said the European funds are very well invested and the city of Košice has a 
chance to get more money from investors.

2. Slovak TV and Radio - section Radio

- the city of Košice is successful 
- interview with MEPs Petra Kammerevert, Katarína Neveďalová, Piotr Borys and Monika 
Smolková
- members of delegation had no major objections
According to Petra Kammerevert Košice is doing a good job and is glad that the city 
wants co continue is cultural initiative in the future. 
Katarína Neveďalová compares Marseille and Košice and comes into conclusion that 
Košice is better prepared than Marseille. 
According to Piotr Borys Košice are just in the beginning and we will see whether the city 
is attractive for private investments and euro funds in the future. 
Members of the delegation highlighted cooperation between the city and the rest of the 
region, the innovative ideas in the field of culture and bringing culture to the people.

http://www.rtvs.sk/tv.programmes.detail/archive/4173?date=17.07.2013

3. Slovak TV and Radio - section TV
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Members of Delegation of the Culture and Educational Committee think that Košice 
deserves to be the European Capital of Culture 2013. They are satisfied with variety of 
cultural events all over the region. 

http://www.rtvs.sk/tv.programmes.detail/archive/4173?date=17.07.2013

PRINT MEDIA
1. Plus Jeden Deň Daily

Members of Delegation of the Culture and Educational Committee came into conclusion 
that Košice deserve to be European Capital of Culture 2013. 
Delegation praised organizers and highlighted the cooperation of the city with the whole 
region via project Terra incognita which introduces less known parts of the region. 
Members of delegation like the idea of transforming heat exchangers into cultural places 
and long-lasting use of bigger projects.

2. SPORT Daily

- Members of Delegation of the Culture and Educational Committee came into conclusion 
that Košice deserve to be European Capital of Culture 2013.

ONLINE MEDIA
1. Košice2013.sk
Košice deserve to be the heart of European culture

http://www.Košice2013.sk/Košice-su-opravnene-kulturnym-srdcom-europy/  

2. iden.sk
Košice deserve to be European Capital of Culture 2013

http://iden.sk/slovensko/Košice-si-titul-europske-hlavne-mesto-kultury-zasluzili/   

3. 24hod.sk
The city of Košice is doing a good job according to the members of delegation of the 
Culture and Education Committee

http://www.24hod.sk/podla-europoslancov-sa-Košice-projektu-ehmk-zhostili-velmi-dobre-
cl235042.html  

4. aktualne.sk
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Members of Delegation of the Culture and Educational Committee came to Košice and 
met representatives of the city and regional politicians. He praises cooperation of the city 
with the rest of the region, transformation of heat exchangers into cultural spots, 
Kulturpark. According to Katarína Neveďalová, members of delegation have no major 
objections and in her opinion, Košice is better prepared than Marseille. Piotr Borys hopes 
for future cooperation of the city with investors, developers and artists. 
The city of Košice is doing a good job

http://aktualne.atlas.sk/Košice-zvladli-ulohu-europskeho-hlavneho-mesta-kultury-velmi-
dobre/dnes/regiony/

5. puska.sk
MEPs evaluate European Capital of Culture 2013

http://www.pluska.sk/regiony/vychodne-slovensko/europoslanci-hodnotia-projekt-
europske-hlavne-mesto-kultury-co-kosiciam-vytkli.html

6. teraz.sk

Evaluation of the  European Capital of Culture 2013
Programme of the delegation
According to Katarína Neveďalová, delegation has no major objections.  
Piotr Borysov praised cooperation of the magistate, various institutions with officers in 
Brussels and MEPs. He also highlighted cooperation of magistrate with the whole region 
and the idea of Kulturpark becoming a suitable place for variouos NGOs. Moreover, 
members of the Committee like the idea of transforming heat exchangers into cultural 
places SPOTs.
Katarína Neveďalová said that Košice represents Slovakia very well in Europea and 
Marseille is not as well prepared as Košice because some projects are not finished yet.
Piotr Borys hopes that cooperation of the city with other parts of the region will continue 
and hopes for a good cooperation with businessmen, developers and artists in the future.
http://www.teraz.sk/kultura/Košice-ehmk-europoslanci-hodnotenie/52699-clanok.html

7. korzar.sk

Members of delegation of the Culture and Education Committee were delighted and 
visited Kulturpark, city centre and Tokaj region. They were delighted. They also met 
representatives of the city and regional politicians. According to Piotr Borys, they have no 
major objections and money is well invested. He wishes Košice is better promoted. 
Moreover, he highlighted the cooperation of the city with the rest of the region, variety of 
artists, transformation of heat exchangers into cultural places
- interview with Piotr Borys, Monika Smolková and Katarína Neveďalová

Press Agencies
1. TASR

MEPs evaluate European Capital of Culture 2013
http://www.teraz.sk/kultura/Košice-ehmk-europoslanci-hodnotenie/52699-clanok.html


